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A detailed interpretive guide to the 16 “face” cards of the tarot that reveals their core identities
and special purpose in a person's life.* The first tarot book to focus exclusively on the court
cards.* Shows how the “face” cards can clearly and accurately reveal the specific nature of the
support-based relationships in one's life.* Includes tarot spreads and potent techniques for
contacting these powerful archetypes through meditation and pathworking.The Tarot Court
Cards gives fresh meaning to the 16 “face” cards of the tarot--the King, Queen, Knight, and
Page. In contrast to the idiosyncratic and confusing interpretations that are presented in many
tarot books, Kate Warwick-Smith shows how these cards embody archetypal patterns of
relationship that offer greater enlightenment than ever before.Using the Kabbalah, she reveals
the core identities of the Minor Arcana's court cards and their special purposes as supporters,
detractors, inner resources, and challenges in our inner and outer life. She shows how the court
cards can be used to identify your true tribe or clan--the specific people who support you in
unique ways, such as your mentor, champion, protector, or healer. She also shows how the court
cards can help you identify your inner resources and challenges--insight, discipline, passion, or
greed--that enhance or hinder your efforts in the world. Using both new and traditional
interpretations, the book also presents new tarot spreads and potent methods for contacting
these powerful archetypes through meditation and pathworking. Both seasoned tarot readers
and newcomers will find this book helps them achieve practical and insightful results.
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Detractors and ChallengesIntroductionThis book reveals a new way to interpret the sixteen court
cards of the Tarot deck, a method that offers valuable insight into our personal relationships.The
core idea presented in the following pages is that the “face cards” of the Tarot depict people in
our lives who support us in unique ways. Traditionally the kings, queens, knights, and pages of
the Tarot deck are defined as the interpersonal aspect, the “people cards,” representing people
around us or personality traits within us. Modern court card interpretations, though, are often
idiosyncratic, confusing, and difficult to apply in a practical way. However, when the court cards
are viewed through the lens of this book, they can clearly and accurately reveal the nature of a
support-based relationship between the querent (the person asking the question of the Tarot)
and someone in the querent’s life.The evidence that court cards point to our supporters can be
gleaned from some of the earliest references to European card playing, where the game is
called the Game of Deputies. The word deputies refers to the court cards, and a deputy is
defined as an assistant, a representative appointed to carry out a specific job. The phrase a
game of deputies gives us our first clue as to the significance of these cards on a divinatory
level. It hints that court cards may represent people who, while maybe not consciously elected
allies, are clearly part of our support team. The Game of Deputies aptly and colorfully reflects the
theme of this book.From Native American traditions that hold spirit ally relation-ships as all-
important, to the New Age Michael teachings that refer to support circles, spiritual traditions old
and new speak of support as an important aspect of personal growth and good health. The early
rival to Christianity, Gnosticism, propounds the “call from without,” indicating a spiritually
important supportive relationship. In addition, the Chinese I Ching consistently points to various
types of relationships and frequently advises that the querent seek his or her family of support.
And just outside the realm of spirituality, modern psychotherapeutic practice looks closely at a
person’s support network.Ten years ago, in the wake of studying a number of these spiritual



traditions and puzzling over how to interpret court cards while giving Tarot readings, a light bulb
went on for me. I realized that the Tarot might be one more tradition that embodies the perennial
concept of support. At that time I jotted down a few notes. Several years later I put pen to paper
to flesh out those ideas and to see if using the theoretical basis of the Qabalah could help
describe archetypal patterns of relationship that these other spiritual traditions suggest. I
discovered that the inherent structure and symbolism of the court cards, whether by design or
accident, implied a set of congruent ideas centered around supportive relationships. This
discovery gave birth to a method of court card interpretation that was both insightful and
accurate.During the initial writing process, I showed the manuscript to a few people, yet for a
good number of years it sat incubating. Mean-while I trained in the field of counseling
psychology. Then, in an odd twist of fate, the manuscript found its way to a publisher.As I began
final revisions, it seemed that my clients were describing their relationships as if they had read
my manuscript. They spoke of their disappointment in not receiving support while growing up,
such as the Unconditional Love (King of Cups), Trust (Knight of Pentacles), or Compassion
(Queen of Cups) of a parent. Instead they experienced the Abuser (Queen of Pentacles),
Betrayer (King of Cups), Victim (Queen of Cups), or Critic (Queen of Swords). They also
described important supportive relationships that were empowering and life changing, such as
Protector (Knight of Pentacles), Champion (Knight of Swords), Adviser (King of Swords), or
Spiritual Elder (King of Wands).The court cards had made their way into my counseling office.
Or perhaps they had always been there and I was just beginning to spot them. It did not take
long for me to realize that every relationship we have can be described in terms of support.
Whether positive, negative, long-term, or short-term, every relationship is some form of support.
This is a big statement to make. But taken alongside the teachings of Eastern spiritual leaders
and Western environmentalists that all planetary life is interconnected, support can be seen as
the thread in the web of connection.Some may ask, but how can a “negative relationship” be
defined as support? Support has many facets. People help us in positive ways (supporters) or
challenge us by providing obstacles to be overcome or “lessons” to be learned in the form of
difficult or “negative” relationships (detractors). And sometimes we pay for support, such as with
a consultant, tutor, babysitter, personal trainer, or therapist. Unfortunately we live in a society
where asking for or receiving support is often seen as weakness or lack of ability. One goal of
this book is to open up the world of support to reveal exactly who sup-ports us, how they support
us, and how we can bring more of that into our lives. This knowledge can be life changing.A
second goal of this book is to demonstrate how the court cards can reflect our inner life. People
in our external world can mirror an inner process. In psychological jargon this is called projection,
where we notice characteristics in someone else that in truth belong to us. We are unaware of
these aspects of ourselves and see them instead in another person. We can usually tell that
projection is happening when we react strongly to a person. So it follows that the court cards, as
well as representing people in our lives, can reflect our own personality characteristics, inner
figures, or subpersonalities that enhance (resource) or hinder (challenge) our efforts in the



world. This book provides tools for examining those parts of ourselves.For those who are
interested in the divinatory aspect of the court cards, The Tarot Court Cards lays out simple and
useful methods of interpretation. In addition, for students of the Western Mysteries, meditation
techniques and pathworkings for exploring these cards are included.NOTES ON GENDER,
DUALITY, AND TERMINOLOGYGender: Any term or role that is matched with a court card, such
as Mentor with the King of Pentacles, may be interpreted as either male or female. Even though
the traditional court card titles of king, queen, knight, and page suggest gender, I see this as a
description of focus rather than gender. For example, kings might be described as more
outwardly focused, while queens might be described as more inwardly focused. Men and
women possess both of those qualities. Therefore, a king or a queen may represent either a
male or a female.Duality versus continuum: This book often describes the positive and negative
attributes of the court cards in a dualistic, black-and-white fashion. For example, as a positive
inner resource the King of Cups is Unconditional Love, and as an inner challenge it is Hatred.
The aim here is to show the extremes of a spectrum that is in truth a continuum rather than a
stark dichotomy. So, when drawing on the interpretations that I suggest, it is important to be
aware and make use of shades of meaning.Terminology: I have provided specific descriptive
words for each of the court cards, such as Mentor, Exactor, or Idol. These words are my attempt
to describe the court card support function suggested by the Qabalah and elemental symbolism.
You may find other words that capture the nuances of a particular court card as it applies to your
life.HOW TO USE THIS BOOKThe first four chapters of this book examine the symbolism,
structure, and history of the court cards. We see how the core symbols of royalty and family
affirm the idea that court cards can represent sup-port-based relationships. We also see in the
historical progression of court card interpretation how this idea is a natural extension of
traditional interpretation. Chapter 4 further delineates the unique approach presented in this
book using Qabalistic principles to define the court card support roles and their attributes.The
second four chapters describe in detail the qualities of each court card as supporters,
detractors, resources, and challenges while also showing a range of traditional interpretations.
The final chapters present ways the information can be used in readings and explored via
divination, personal process, meditation, pathworking, and magical technique.The appendix has
a useful one-page summary of the court card roles and a quick reference guide that briefly
describes the qualities of the various roles of the court cards. You may also refer to the glossary
for definitions of any unfamiliar terms.You may wish to begin using the relationship approach to
interpreting court cards immediately, without delving into its historical and conceptual
underpinnings. In that case, I suggest you read chapter 4, “A Qabalistic Equation,” then skip to
chapter 9, “Divination with Court Cards,” while using chapters 5 through 8 as your interpretive
guide. For those of you who like to read from the beginning of a book, the journey starts with the
royal dynasties of ancient Egypt.A NOTE ABOUT THE ARTWORKThe court card images
accompanying the text are primarily drawn from the Rider Waite Tarot deck designed by Arthur
E. Waite and Pamela Coleman Smith. This deck was chosen because it has become the



standard from which other decks are designed, and it symbolically captures the essence of the
occult Tarot. Additional court cards from other popular decks are also represented, to show how
the ideas presented in this book are reflected in a diverse array of Tarot images. The Rider-Waite
court cards are presented without captions, because they are easily identified by the title
appearing on the card itself. Court card illustrations from other decks are captioned for easier
card identification and to indicate the deck from which they were chosen.ONEThe Royal
FamilyRoyalty and family, the core symbolism suggested by the Tarot court cards, point to two
fundamental human drives: to seek relationship with the divine and to live and evolve within
community. The symbol of royalty is represented on the face cards by the designation of king,
queen, knight, and page. The symbol of family is shown in the grouping of man, woman, young
man, and child or sometimes daughter.A glimpse into this symbolic foundation sets the stage for
understanding the court cards’ essential message. In the following pages we look at royalty, its
social role since ancient times and its symbolic significance, to show how the court cards link us
to our divinity and to inner resources of strength. We then consider the first grouping of people
that we belong to, family, as a symbol for community to demonstrate how the court cards link us
to a core group of relationships.ROYALTY: OUR CONNECTION TO DIVINITYMonarchy is an
ancient social institution found in many cultures. Its history is by far older and more widespread
than that of its democratic cousin, republican government, and dates at least to the Egyptian Old
Kingdom of nearly five thousand years ago.In the distant past, royalty connected us with the
divine. Ancient Egyptians believed that their earliest kings were gods and that their later kings at
least carried the line of divinity within them.1 In ancient Mesopotamia, the New Year was brought
in by the sacred marriage, the heiros gamos, of the king (representative of the people) with the
high priestess (representative of the Goddess). Beltane, a spring ceremony of northern Europe,
had a similar theme. In these societies people relied on royalty to mediate between them and the
gods to ensure the continuation of the community. They believed that having a divine presence
in a king went a long way toward ensuring bountiful harvests and success in war.On the social
side, in these pre-Hellenistic times human consciousness was at a communal level. People
identified first with family, clan, community, and land. Social and geographic groupings were in
turn tied to a specific deity or set of deities. For example, in Egypt major towns each had a god or
goddess who was the principal divinity for that region. In Greece the city of Athens was
associated with the goddess Athena. This communal consciousness was also deeply attuned to
the spiritual level of life.Only secondarily did people identify themselves as separate and
individual. David Ulansey, author of “Cultural Transition and Spiritual Transformation: From
Alexander the Great to Cyberspace,” writes: “Up until the Hellenistic period, the structure of
one’s identity was centered in the group—tribe, polis, nation—of which one was a member. This
does not mean, of course, that people were entirely unaware of their own individuality, but it is
the case that the sense of belonging to a group was decisively more in the foreground of
consciousness than it is today.”2 Dr. Ulansey cites as an example that prior to the Hellenization
of the Mediterranean, fear of a personal death was minimized by the belief in the continuation of



the community. And as we know, common belief presumed that community endured via the royal
leader’s connection to divinity.After Alexander the Great conquered the Mediterranean (fourth
century B.C.E.), a mixing and intermingling of this vast network of communities began. By
necessity communal consciousness gave way to a growing personal awareness because of the
movement and displacement of great numbers of people and the loss of a “collective identity,”3
which already had been in transition for some time.4 Now many individuals’ connection with the
divine was no longer tied specifically to their community, to the land, or to its royal figures. A
personal search for a new spiritual connection became imperative. This development gave rise
to religious cults as a new type of community that transcended place. Religions such as
Mithraism, Gnosticism, and the Mysteries of Isis, among others, became widespread and filled
this need. For example, one could travel from Egypt to western Europe and find temples
dedicated to Isis all along the way. This new type of religion-based community provided a means
to connect with the gods outside of a geographical context and took over the royal mediating
function, providing a way for people to connect with the divine.Traditional and nontraditional
religious groups continue today in this vein. Most modern pagan, Wiccan, and Hermetic groups,
as well as Christian, Buddhist, Judaic, and Islamic sects, have no specific connection to a
geographical location. For example, as a Catholic you can go to many churches throughout the
world and feel a sense of cohesion and belonging. Religious leaders such as the pope and the
Dalai Lama, however, continue to fill a royalty-like mediating function for many people. And
despite the rise of democratic leadership throughout the world, the archetype of royalty is still
deeply embedded in the contemporary psyche. Witness the extraordinary global outpouring of
sympathy and the sense of bereavement over the unexpected death of Britain’s Princess
Diana.Nonetheless, the notion of royalty has gradually taken on a growing symbolic function,
both exoterically and esoterically. We perhaps see the beginnings of this in the Gnostic “Hymn of
the Pearl” from the third century B.C.E., where the metaphor of royalty suggests the higher
spiritual self, a personal divinity.In this delightful and profound story the prince has been sent to
Egypt to retrieve the pearl of wisdom. After recovering it, he returns to the kingdom of his father
to assume once again his robes of royalty. He declares, “As I now beheld the robe, it seemed to
me suddenly to become a mirror-image of myself: myself entire I saw in it, and it entire I saw in
myself, that we were two in separateness, and yet again one in the sameness of our forms . . .
and the image of the King of kings was depicted all over it.”5 The royal robe had transformed to
reflect an inner divinity or higher self.Symbolically, the robe or garment in the Gnostic context
can also “denote the body as a passing earthly form encasing the soul. . . . A garment is donned
and doffed and changed, the earthly garment for that of light.”6 The garment, or body, is but a
physical sheath that wraps an incorporeal light. The robes of the Tarot court figures like-wise
clothe an inner divinity. Interestingly, the term court card is an adaptation of coat card, an earlier
name used to describe these cards.7Later alchemical mandalas and writings echo the symbolic
connection between royalty and an inner divinity, such as Salomon Trismosin’s Splendor Solis:
“The sun shone brightly, and in it came a consummation: the king in all his glory, rescued and



renewed, richly adorned and altogether comely.”8 Commentator Adam McLean interprets the
king in this parable and accompanying mandala as the alchemist’s soul as it is transformed and
reborn. We then find that this idea of personal divinity symbolized by royalty is expressed in the
Tarot as well, through major arcana and court card symbolism.So far our journey into the past
has demonstrated how the royal court of the Tarot reflects an ancient communal consciousness
linking us to our divinity and to our tribe. Next we will see how the family model suggested by the
court cards also connects us to a community of support and to inner sources of power and
knowing.Splendor Solis Emblem 7FAMILY: OUR LINK TO COMMUNITYTarot court cards form a
complete family system of a father (king), mother (queen), son (knight), and daughter (page or
maiden). In 1889 an early writer on the Tarot, Papus, compared the four royals to a family unit.
He related the king, queen, knight, and page to man, woman, young man, and child. He states
that they are “the same symbols applied to the family as the four great principles applied to
humanity, and to know them in one case is to know them in the other.”9Family is usually our first
community and our primary support system. Family ushers us into the world and may help us to
exit it as well. When psychotherapists assess a client’s strengths, part of their assessment
includes looking at the client’s support system. Does the client have people he or she can call on
for help? Sometimes the support system does not include family members but rather friends or
local communities such as church groups or gatherings of people that share a common interest
—women’s support groups, business networking groups, or support groups for alcoholics.
Modern communication and transportation have made it easier for people to gather in groups
like these.While the proliferation and specialization of support groups may be a trend, the
support group in and of itself is not new. Recalling royalty, nearly every king or queen has made
good use of an inner court of support. King Arthur had his knights of the Round Table, Robin
Hood his band of merry men, and Jesus his twelve disciples. Today the president of the United
States has the Cabinet, and corporation presidents have their boards of directors. In these
“support groups” each member is perceived as an ally in one way or another. When you think
about it, we all have some version of an inner court—people we rely on to help us in various
ways in our lives. How many of us give it much thought? Do we know exactly who they are and
how they support us? And do we know how we in turn support them?The course that began at
least two millennia ago, away from communal consciousness toward a focus on individual
identity, continues. Modern technology enables both more independence, on the one hand, and
the possibility for relationships with a wider range of people, on the other. However, the intimate
relationships of a closely bound community are harder to come by. We have gained greater
individual freedom at the risk of experiencing greater alienation. As individuals trying to come to
terms with our place in this complex world, it is even more important to recognize, use, and value
the personal relationships around us by acknowledging our “true tribe” or the select community
that supports us. Within the Tarot, the court card “family” represents this tribe.ROYAL FAMILY
MEMBERS AS ARCHETYPESCourt cards, though, have both outer and inner faces. The
twentieth-century psychoanalyst Carl Jung spoke of the family system in terms of archetypes



within the individual psyche. He named these inner constellations of consciousness the Great
Father (or Wise Old Man), the Great Mother, the Divine Child, and the Divine Maiden.The
correlation between these archetypes and the four court cards is readily apparent. To very briefly
characterize them: the Great Father and kings equal authority, the Great Mother and queens
equal nourishment, the Divine Child and knights equal independence, and the Divine Maiden
and pages equal innocence or vulnerability.The Quaternity of Elements: Earth, Air, Water, Fire—
The World, Alchemical TarotThese figures, king, queen, knight, and page, also compose a
quaternity, a grouping of four. Four is a symbol of wholeness and within Jungian psychology
denotes the central archetype of the Self: “The quaternity is a more or less direct representation
of the God who is manifest in his creation.”10 Again, the number symbolism inherent in the Tarot
court echoes what we have heard before, that the court cards speak of an inner resource
(archetype) of great power and divinity that is multifaceted, or shall we say, multifaced.What of
this inner divinity? What is its function and how does it speak through the court cards? Recalling
“The Hymn of the Pearl” the Tarot royalty might be likened to the family of the prince (a foursome,
by the way). While the prince is in Egypt struggling to regain the pearl, his family sends him a
letter awakening him from a debilitating slumber. The wise words of his family (his supporters)
remind him of who he is and of his purpose, providing the key that leads to his success. Like
him, we are not alone. In later chapters the court cards reveal themselves as sources of outer
support and inner strength.FROM DIVINITY TO DIVINATIONThe leap from speaking of royalty
and divinity to speaking of the history of court card divination may seem a large one. Yet the gap
may not be as wide as we think, for the bridge appears in the words themselves—divinity and
divination. Divination is our attempt to seek connection and communication with the divine and
has a history all its own.TWOFrom Arrow Divination to a Game of DeputiesA Court Card
HistoryDivination is an age-old practice that has enlisted the help of a diverse array of objects,
including arrows, entrails, tea leaves, stars, palms, sticks, stones, bones, ashes, the weather,
and, last but not least, playing cards. Treatises on the origin of playing cards frequently treat the
Tarot (as used for divination) as an aside in the history of playing cards. In good part this is owing
to evidence suggesting that Tarot, or Tarrochi, cards were first used as game playing cards and
only later as a tool for divination. Divination with cards is generally viewed as an outgrowth of this
earlier development.However, Catherine Hargrave, in her book A History of Playing Cards, turns
the tables. She proposes instead that games such as cards are the offspring of ancient
divinatory systems.1 We may never know exactly which came first, card games or divination.
Nonetheless, when we dig further into the history of cards, we discover that divination and
games, each a folk art in its own right, may indeed be closely linked.ARROW DIVINATION
(BELOMANCY)Mr. Stewart Culin, a playing card authority of the early twentieth century, believed
that chess and cards “derived from the divinatory use of the arrow.”2 While some of his theories
about playing card origins have been disproved by recent discoveries, his belief in arrow
divination—belomancy—as a precursor to card games, and by association the Tarot, is
intriguing.The arrow was first used by humans in the late Paleolithic period and was employed



throughout the world with only a few isolated exceptions. Belomancy seems to have been
practiced widely by such diverse groups as Native Americans, Greeks, Arabs, Tibetans,
Chaldeans, and Koreans. We even find references to belomancy in the Bible: “For the king of
Babylon has halted at the fork where these two roads diverge, to take the omens. He has shaken
the arrows, questioned the teraphim, inspected the liver” (Ezek. 21:20–21).Arrow divination took
different forms. Sometimes an arrow was assigned a direction, such as north, south, right, or left,
or choice such as “yes,” “no,” or “stay home.” Then several arrows were shot and the farthest
arrow carried the portent. Legend has it that Robin Hood, upon his deathbed, used a similar
method by shooting an arrow to mark his final resting spot. Travelers might also toss an arrow in
the air; as it fell, the direction it pointed determined the direction of travel. An arrow was also
chosen or “shaken” from the quiver to obtain an answer. And some arrow divination practices
required the diviner to draw a magic circle, then toss arrows within the circle.3While no direct
evidence clearly links games such as cards with arrow divination, modern games like darts
(tossing arrows into a circle), picking straws (shaking an arrow from a holder), spinning the bottle
to select a partner (tossing an arrow into the air to determine a direction of travel), and divination
tools such as I Ching yarrow sticks offer provocative comparisons. In addition, our descriptive
language of the Tarot further suggests a remote connection to arrow divination—we “pull” a card
(arrow) and “throw” a spread (arrow).ASIAN CARDSEarly playing cards from Korea may be our
best evidence that links arrow divination to playing cards. Korean cards are very long and narrow
and have an arrow feather (fletch) painted on the back of each one. The earliest Korean cards in
existence have eight suits with ten cards in each suit. The “court card” is the tenth card and is
called the general.Chinese cards, believed by some to have been derived from Korean cards,
vary in size, shape, and number of suits but also have ten cards per suit, with the tenth card
being a court card. Chinese suits—Coins, Strings of Coins, and Myriads of Strings of Coins—
bear a faint resemblance to modern European suits and may be a distant relative. What is most
interesting, though, about the Chinese cards is the three extra cards that are added to the deck,
the White Flower, the Red Flower, and the Old Thousand. These cards differ from the others by
their portrayal of characters from “The Story of the River’s Banks,” a Chinese folktale.4 One
wonders if a parallel can be drawn to the Tarot Fool and his archetypal journey through life as
depicted in the remaining twenty-one cards of the major arcana. Speculation aside, the next
point on our playing card time line is Arabia, where apparently new suits evolved and new
games developed.
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gypsygirl, “Really useful book. Presents a clear, helpful system for working with court cards.. This
is, hands down, one of the most useful Tarot books in my collection. The court cards have
always been a problem for me, as they have been for many. Tarot books, classes, and teachers
have always told us that the court cards might represent someone in our life, someone coming
into our life, a quality we have, a quality we need, and so on. But deciding which of those a court
card represents-- or perhaps something else altogether-- is often one of the big challenges in a
reading.Kate Warwick-Smith presents in this book a coherent, logical system for working with
the Court Cards. She describes each suit's general characteristics, and then goes through the
court cards for each suit. For each court card in a suit-- King, Queen, Knight, and Page-- she
describes how this card might represent a Supporter, a Detractor (someone who opposes us or
places obstacles in our life), a Resource (positive aspects of this card within us), and a
Challenge (how this card might present challenges in our lives.) She gives vivid descriptions for
each of these, so that when a court card arises, we can determine: is this a person in my life, and
if so are they a supporter or detractor; or is this something within myself presenting an
opportunity or a challenge? I have found this book enormously helpful in making sense of court
cards as they arise in a spread. The pull-out cheat sheat is a real help to have at your Tarot table
when first learning this system.The author also gives one of the most helpful histories of Tarot
that I have read. She doesn't speculate about the mystic origins of Tarot, but rather, gives
examples of how different prominent authors, including those involved in creating the Tarot as
we know it today, interpreted the court cards, before offering her own unique method. She also
gives some spreads, which I have not tried yet.There are a couple of elements to the book which
I did not personally find helpful but others might. Warwick-Smith weaves information about the
Qabalah in her descriptions of the cards. I am not a student of the Qabalah, and what she
includes of it here is not enough to make me understand it without reference to other texts.
However, it is not at all necessary to be familiar with, or curious about, the Qabalah to get much
out of this book.Second, she gives an "entering the Tarot card" meditation for the cards, wherein
the cards "speak" about themselves for anywhere between a paragraph and a full page. I did not
find these helpful. They were too esoteric for me and often did not seem to match the description
of the card given. Again, if they resonate with you, great, and if they don't, the book is still
perfectly usable for you.I find it fascinating to consider the people in my lives and which court
card they represent based on the system and descriptions given in this book. I think it deserves
careful study, which I plan to do in order to enrich the readings I give for myself and for others.
The court cards are becoming much clearer to me thanks to this book.”

Ebook Library Reader, “A++ Love this Book!. I could not wait to get this book! I was so excited
and all my expectations about it were met and surpassed. I am so sick of all the "Learn Tarot in 5
minutes," books. I have been reading for 20 years and believe you can't ever stop learning. I



love books like this that are for the serious reader who wants to go deeper into the art form of
tarot. Descriptions are clear and informative. The court cards can be especially hard to
understand but not any more.  I will definitely purchase more of this authors books.”

EmLar, “Finally!. "The Tarot Court Cards: Archetypal Patterns of Relationships in the Minor
Arcana", by Kate Warwick-Smith, finally brings the give and take of the everyday support group
of family and friends into my tarot studies in a way I can understand. Also, I'm usually so tired of
the "where did tarot come from" sections in a lot of books, but this book makes that subject
interesting as well. I've often felt that straying from the traditional was going against the grain of
the purpose of the cards, but as you find out how the meanings were developed since the first
readings, you wonder if some day, what the cards say to you might be recorded for new
students. Great book!”

J. Jurist, “Quick-Reading and a Wonderful Source of Information. This is a wonderful book. Once
I finished this book I completely understood how Court Cards, which are considered the most
difficult cards to read by most experienced readers, should be read.As a card reader, I keep this
book in my bookcase, for reference. I feel it's a must-have for anyone who finds understanding
court cards difficult.”

ladyM, “Great reference book to have. This was a very interesting perspective on the court
cards. I really found it clearly explained the principle behind it. I enjoyed the book and refer back
to tilt often”

Surley Wainch, “Amazingly Good!. Court Cards kicking your ass? This is the only book you need.
It is AMAZINGLY detailed without being overwhelming. In a word, perfect. The only book you'll
ever need on Court Cards.”

Lover of Ebook Library, “The Tarot Court Cards - Book. I just received this in the mail today & like
verymuch what I see. I believe it will help me a lotwith the Court Cards which I have a lot of
troublewith... I really like the way the book is laid outand find it very easy to find the card I
want...Would recommend to anyone having trouble like I dowith the Court Cards...”

Adam, “Cant imagine learning without it!. I have been studying the tarot cards, mostly as a tool
for personal/spiritual growth, for about 2 years and have had trouble understanding the court
cards properly from day one. But this book is simply terrific, and although I have only had it a few
weeks, I have learned more about these cards in that time than in the whole two years before. I
intuitively knew there was more to these cards than the silly lists of personality characteristics
my previous books were referring to. And even when some books when a little deeper, I was still
left confused and learning very little if anything about these people in our tarot deck. Here we
learn for example that the Queen is Wands is "Seer" (or "Self-knowledge" as an internal



strength). We learn the Queen of Swords can be our internal critic or judge in her negative role,
or discrimination and our ability to make choices in her positive role. Suddenly I have learned to
see in the court cards all my personal, internal strengths and weaknesses. I have learned they
do not need to appear physically upside down in order to present their negative aspects of
internal or external challenges, and that often when you draw a court card both the positive AND
negative sides of it will be relevant to the reading.This all sounds terribly confusing and
complicated, but the book explains it waaaay better than me, and is an easy and enjoyable read
that will leave you feeling as though you have been with a wise and skilled teacher who can
make learning enjoyable and full of wonderful "aha" moments.All I can say is if you are interested
in learning about yourself, and in personal/spiritual growth, and you are using the tarot cards to
help you in this, I can not imagine doing so without this wonderful book. It is invaluable and has
completely transformed my knowledge and enjoyment of the court cards.I now only use two tarot
books to help me in understanding the cards: this one, and Toni Gilbert's "Messages from the
Archetypes".There is so much rubbish out there written about the tarot, and much of it so
contradictory, that I almost ended up leaving tarot to one side. This lovely book came at just the
right time and I am grateful to the author for writing it and to the universe for guiding me to it.”

Miss W. Merrymoon, “Getting To Know You. Kate Warwick-Smith is the founder of the Order of
the Hermetic Rose which is 'an association of individuals pursuing practices and studies in the
Western Mysteries'. These practices are conveyed through the Tarot. She has been a member of
the Servants of the Light School of Occult Science for over twenty years where she has been
involved in training, teaching and supervising students. She has also written articles on the Tarot
as well as this book. The author's stated intention in writing this book is clearly expressed as
follows :- "this book reveals a new way to interpret the sixteen court cards of the Tarot deck, a
method that offers valuable insight into our personal relationships" (p.1) and "one goal of this
book is to open up the world of support to reveal exactly who supports us, how they support us,
and how we can bring more of that into our lives..........A second goal of this book is to
demonstrate how the court cards reflect our inner life...." (p.3)., i.e. how we relate both to others
and to ourselves. The book is very well-structured, both in it's clearly defined chapters and in the
information presented in each chapter. It begins with an exposition of how royalty, divinity,
community and the individual can be seen to relate to the Tarot going back to it's beginnings
several centuries ago. This is then followed by a detailed history of the Tarot Court cards with
particular reference to their development in Asian, Arabic and European countries, neatly
followed up by a look at the way the Court cards have been interpreted over the last two hundred
years. In the next section of the book, Warwick-Smith looks at the powerful connection of the
Court cards with the Qabala, first in it's simplest sense and then in much more detail at the Tree
of Life. Moving on from that, the author then looks at each of the sixteen Court cards in four ways
- supporter, detractor, resource and challenge, giving keywords for each one, e.g. the Queen of
Cups 'Supporter' is 'Confidante', the 'Detractor' is 'Victim', the 'Resource' is 'Compassion' and



the 'Challenge' is 'Depression'. Each card is explained in full, and at the end of each section she
offers a Divination Guideline. Also, each Court card makes a speech, anchoring all the above
information in the real world, e.g. some of what the Page of Pentacles says is "I am the
apprentice. I seek to understand my environment by using my hands.....I am interested in all
things material. I knit, throw pots, build......and make things from the goods of the earth.........In
my negative aspect I am lazy.........I expect to have skill and power in the world without earning it
through hard work and patience...." (p.131). The logical next step is to look at how the Court
cards can be interpreted in the context of a reading, and in spite of the amount of information
presented in this book, Warwick-Smith addresses an aspect of Tarot that has only infrequently
been addressed elsewhere, i.e. using the Tarot - in particular the Court cards - to understand our
shadow selves and how to work towards turning that into a positive. Finally there is a section on
meditation in both an active and a passive sense, plus a pathworking which involves "following a
carefully constructed scenario with your creative imagination - visualising in as much detail as
possible a series of events as they unfold in front of your mind's eye" (p.166). So, has the author
achieved in this book what she set out to achieve? Absolutely. The whole book is a journey of
learning about how individuals relate to others and to themselves, a learning that is facilitated
through the Court cards. If it seems like a fifteen-course meal, it is not compulsory to partake of
every course. Personal edification can be achieved by a much simpler repast so don't be afraid
to sit at the table. On a personal note, when I first glanced through this book I thought it would be
very hard-going but once I got started I found it to be a riveting read. Warwick-Smith has a way
of presenting complex information in a readily-digestible form and if you, like myself and many
others, find the Court cards to be a bit of a puzzle, then this is the book to read. Highly
recommended.”

Andressa Donato, “Comprem sem medo.. O livro em si é maravilhoso, dá uma visão bem
completa das cartas da corte, ao contrário do que falaram em um review abaixo pode até ser
que você ache algumas informações online, mas boa sorte em uní-las da forma que foi feito,
muito fácil de entender e expande muito nosso entendimento sobre as cartas. Único ponto
negativo é que achei a capa do livro frágil, como é algo que quero ter sempre vou ter que dar
um jeito pra aumentar a durabilidade.”

The book by Kate Warwick-Smith has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 42 people have provided feedback.
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